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In spite of high specific costs, photovoltaic systems provide an increasingly attractive
alternative for electricity supply in particular at remote locations, due to their extremely
high reliability, low maintenance requirements, long lifetime and their modularity with
flexible system sizing down to very small load demands. The article gives a brief
overview over current photovoltaic technologies and their applications. Described are
the general components of photovoltaic systems, from the solar cell and the
photovoltaic module to complete system designs such as flat plate PV systems as well
as tracking and concentration PV systems.
1. The General Photovoltaic System

The special attraction of photovoltaics, as compared to other power generation
technologies, lies in the fact that the solar radiation is converted directly into electric
power by an electronic solid state process. In general, no moving parts and no specific
thermal stresses are involved. Therefore, photovoltaic systems operate quietly and they
can offer extremely high reliability, low maintenance requirements and a long lifetime.
Due to the nature of the conversion process, one can utilize direct as well as diffuse
radiation, which also allows applications in moderate climates with higher fractions of
diffuse radiation. Another important advantage of PV is its modularity, permitting a
very flexible system sizing for integration into buildings and for decentral applications
down to very small load demands.
From small-scale space applications in the 1960s, the commercial PV market has
increased to an annual turnover of 90 Megawatts (1996) with a typical annual growth
rate of 15 per cent over the past years. The cost of PV electricity today is still too high
for general grid-connected applications, but for specific peak-power applications and
local grid support it already approaches cost effectiveness. The application areas at
present are dominated by stand-alone systems. These are primarily for rural
electrification, e.g. water pumping or household electrification, for professional
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applications such as telecommunication or cathodic corrosion protection, and for
device-integrated consumer applications.
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Depending on the application, a photovoltaic system may include some or all of the
components shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. General photovoltaic system.

Inverter: For PV systems connected to the public electricity grid an inverter is always
required that converts the direct current and voltage produced by the PV generator into
an alternating current with appropriate voltage and frequency levels. For stand-alone
systems only an inverter is required, if ac-loads are to be operated. This is often the case
for larger domestic systems where a variety of loads are connected.
Storage: For stand-alone systems in general a storage battery and/or a back-up generator
is required to provide power during cloudy and dark periods. There are however specific
applications where storage batteries can be omitted. An example is the photovoltaic
pumping system. Here, the pump is operating whenever there is adequate illumination,
and storage is achieved by collecting the pumped water in a tank.
PV generator: The principal structure of a PV generator is illustrated in Figure 2. To
satisfy a specific power demand by a PV system, a number of solar modules may be
electrically interconnected in series and in parallel. The output voltage of the total PV
generator is then determined by the number of modules connected in series, and the
output current by the number of module strings connected in parallel. The size of PV
generators may range from single cells with sub-Milliwatt levels (e.g. in consumer
products such as calculators) to single modules and up to module arrays with many
Megawatts.
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Figure 2. Photovoltaic generator.

Solar cell: The smallest independent operational unit of PV systems is the solar cell.
The solar cell consists of a specific semiconductor diode, in most cases silicon, with a
large aperture area for light absorption. In the photovoltaic conversion process light is
absorbed by the semiconductor, and the absorbed photons produce free charge carriers
(electrons and holes) which are then separated by the built-in electric field between the
n- and p-type region. The charge separation produces a difference in electric potential
between the two regions, and an electric current can be drawn through an external load.
Depending on the cell efficiency and cell area, the maximum output power for single
solar cells is on the order of 1 W, and output voltages are in the range of 0.5-1 Volt.
Commercial silicon cells and modules have conversion efficiencies of 12-16 per cent,
high efficiency silicon cells e.g. for concentrator modules have been produced with up
to 24 per cent efficiency. For concentrator applications, GaAs and related materials are
under research, and laboratory efficiencies above 32 per cent have been achieved. Due
to the high costs of GaAs technology, commercial terrestrial applications however have
not yet emerged.
-
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